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\textbf{Purpose of review}
The Internet has become all pervasive in the lives of young people and this paper will review studies that examine the risks and opportunities that it affords. We will examine research that investigates the more negative aspects of youth online behavior such as addiction as well as online risks such as harassment/cyber bullying and sexual solicitation. In addition, positive aspects of Internet use such as its potential for learning and enhancing social relations as well as delivering health interventions will be examined.

\textbf{Recent findings}
The results show that online risks such as addiction, cyber bullying, and sexual solicitation are associated with negative consequences for youth. It is important to note that not all children are equally susceptible and more research is necessary to identify the youth most at risk as well as to develop effective interventions. The Internet can also provide benefits in the areas of cognitive, social, and physical development, and can also be used to deliver treatment interventions.

\textbf{Summary}
The Internet represents both risks and opportunities for young people. To protect youth who are at risk for online addiction, bullying, and solicitation, we need more research to understand which youth may be most susceptible and to develop targeted interventions to protect them. The Internet also has many positive aspects and can be used to enhance youth learning and empowerment; although it is a tremendous health resource and can be used to cheaply deliver interventions, we need to understand how to better implement them to enhance their effectiveness.
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\textbf{Introduction}
Technologies, such as computers and the Internet, have become enmeshed in young people’s lives. According to the Kaiser report, in 2004, 74\% of 8-year olds to 18-year olds in the United States had Internet access in their homes \cite{1}. More recently, the 2008 World Internet Project survey of 13 countries revealed that among youth 12-years to 14-years, 88\% in the United States used the Internet; the percentage of Internet users in this age group was 100\% in the United Kingdom, 98\% in Israel, 95\% in Canada, and over 70\% in Singapore \cite{2}. Among adolescents, the communication applications of the Internet such as instant messaging, blogs, and social networking sites (e.g., MySpace, Facebook) are especially popular \cite{3\textsuperscript{C15\textsuperscript{C15}}}. As the Internet has become pervasive in the lives of young people, their online activities and interactions have become the focus of intense research. It is becoming evident that the Internet presents risks as well as opportunities to adolescent development; in this paper, we review recent research on the negative and positive aspects of Internet use.

A preliminary search on the PsychINFO database for English-language articles published in the past 12 months on youth and computers yielded 212 works. After narrowing our focus to publications that dealt with Internet usage among children and adolescents in the home, 75 papers remained. This body of work examined a broad and diverse range of topics related to youth and their Internet behavior; here we review studies on the negative aspects of young people’s online activity as well as the more positive applications of the Internet as a tool for child and adolescent health and social development.

\textbf{Negative aspects of Internet use}
For youth, the negative aspects of the Internet include Internet addiction as well as online risks such as exposure...
to sexually explicit material and online victimization including harassment or cyber bullying and sexual solicitation.

Internet addiction

Excessive Internet use is emerging as one of the more negative aspects of young people’s online activities. In the literature, such extreme use is often synonymous with the terms ‘compulsive Internet use’, ‘problematic Internet use’, ‘pathological Internet use’, ‘Internet dependence’, ‘computer addiction’ and ‘net addiction’. Internet addiction, the term we use here, has been defined as the use of the Internet to escape from negative feelings, continued use of the Internet despite the desire to stop, experience of unpleasant emotions when Internet use is impossible, thinking about the Internet constantly, and the experience of any other conflicts or self-conflicts due to Internet use [4**]. There is evidence that Internet addiction has a negative effect on academics (a drop in grades), family relations (having to hide their excessive Internet use from parents), physical health (sleep deprivation due to long hours of Internet use), mental health (depression), and finance (cost of accrued Internet expenses) [5–7]. Interactive communication applications such as chat rooms, instant messaging, e-mail, and online games have most commonly been associated with Internet addiction among youth [4**,8–10].

Of particular concern is the potential for youth to get addicted to online gaming, which is a growing industry, and is estimated to reach $19 billion in revenue by 2013 [11]. In a study of the impact of online-game playing on life satisfaction of gamers on different personality dimensions, Chen et al. [12], found that neuroticism in gamers had a negative influence on life satisfaction. Neuroticism also has a significant negative influence on subjective well being in teen gamers [13]. A negative relationship between web surfing frequency and life satisfaction has also been found [14].

Tsai and Lin [7] suggest that Internet addiction is an important concern among adolescents; in their study of 700 Taiwanese high school students, 88 were deemed Internet addicts according to the Internet Addiction Scale for high school students in Taiwan (IAST). It has been hypothesized that, because adolescence and young adulthood is a time of identity and relationship exploration, those who have trouble navigating through these developmental challenges are particularly vulnerable to using the Internet as a coping mechanism [8]. Current research does indicate that ego-identity achievement (the resolution of Erikson’s [15] adolescent-stage conflict resulting in an established sense of self) in middle school students is negatively related to pathological and extreme Internet use [9,16].

To get a better handle on this problem, we need to understand the characteristics of youth who may be at risk for online addiction. Among Canadian adolescents, Parker et al. [17] found that emotional intelligence was a strong-to-moderate predictor of addiction-related behaviors like excessive Internet use, online gaming addiction, and online gambling problems; youth with deficiencies in the ability to read, express, and elicit desired emotions may be more prone to partake in online-addiction-behaviors. Emotional intelligence scores were significantly correlated with scores on the Internet Addiction Disorder Questionnaire (IADQ), Problem Video Game Playing Scale (PVGS), and South Oaks Gambling Screen – Revised for Adolescents (SOGS-RA). The correlation of emotional intelligence and IADQ scores was especially high for young adolescents (~0.38). IADQ, PVGS, and SOG-RA scores also moderately correlated with one another. The researchers suggest that addiction to the Internet, gaming, and gambling may be etiologically linked rather than three separate phenomena. Ko et al. [18] reached a similar conclusion and found that Internet addiction was related to problematic alcohol use in a sample of Taiwanese high school students. The idea that Internet addiction, online gaming, and online gambling may be part of a broader proneness-toward-dysfunctional-behavior has implications for prevention and intervention.

We also need to better understand how Internet addiction can be treated. Through the application of cognitive dissonance theory, Chiu [19**] found that online-gaming addicts could be induced to change their positive attitudes of gaming. In a 2 × 3 experimental design, adolescents who pretested high on the Online Gaming Addiction Scale for Adolescents in Taiwan (OAST) were randomly assigned to two groups: the first were instructed to write only about the negative aspects of gaming; the second was given a choice to write about either the pros or cons of gaming. They were then given either a low, moderate, or high reward for their essay. Participants who had freedom of choice and who were randomized into the low reward group showed greatest attitude change at posttest. It is believed that this attitude shift can lead to a reduction of online-game use. This finding is in accordance with an earlier study testing the application of cognitive dissonance on participants’ willingness to reduce usage [20].

Similarly taking on a cognitive-behavioral approach, Ko et al. [21**] sought to establish a focus on rational-emotive behavior therapy (REBT) for adolescent Internet addicts. They posited that low tolerance for negative emotional events that arise from irrational beliefs (frustration intolerance) might drive Internet addicts to seek the fantasy and control of the Internet. In a survey of 1992 Taiwanese high school students (age range: 15–23, mean age: 16.26
years), 364 (18.3%) were deemed Internet addicts according to the Chen Internet Addiction Scale (CIAS). They found that adolescent Internet addicts scored higher on beliefs of frustration intolerance on the Frustration-Discomfort Scale (FDS) than nonaddicts. Though the researchers could not establish a causal relationship between frustration intolerance and Internet addiction, they advocate REBT to target these irrational beliefs.

It is important to note that online gaming and chatting can be enjoyable leisure activities for youth that do not always lead to Internet addiction. Although there is some evidence that frequency of computer use can have a negative effect on academics [22] and that using the Internet for playing games and general entertainment purposes decreases the quality of friendships and romantic relationships [23*], there is also evidence that computer games can have positive effects on cognitive development [24]. It seems that, while moderate use of the Internet can have positive effects, these beneficial outcomes diminish or disappear with excessive use and even nonuse.

Online risks
Online risks facing young people include exposure to sexually explicit material as well as online victimization on the Internet. Exposure to sexually explicit Internet material is an important concern as there is evidence that such exposure is related to greater sexual uncertainty and more positive attitudes towards uncommitted sexual exploration among youth [25*–27*]. However, online victimization in the form of online harassment and sexual solicitation was a big focus in the recent literature and we focus here on these two concerns.

Online harassment is defined as ‘threats or other offensive behavior (not sexual solicitation) sent online to the youth or posted online about the youth for others to see’ ([28], p. 17). Sexual solicitation is defined as ‘requests to engage in sexual activities or sexual talk or to give personal sexual information that were unwanted or, whether wanted or not, made by an adult (18 years old or older)’ ([28], p. 17). In a recent survey of Internet users, 33% of 10–15-year-olds reported having experienced online harassment and 15% having received a sexual solicitation in a 1-year period [29*].

One of the more common forms of harassment among youth is that of cyber bullying, which is defined as ‘willful and repeated harm inflicted through the medium of electronic text’ ([30], p. 152). It is often perceived as the online version of offline bullying, or ‘traditional bullying’, which is characterized as the ‘aggressive intentional act or behavior that is carried out by a group or an individual repeatedly and over time against a victim who cannot easily defend him or herself’ ([31*], p. 376).

Estimates of the incidence of cyber bullying vary and range from 23 to 72% [30,32*,33*].

Although Dehue et al. [32*] found that name-calling and gossiping were the most frequently reported cyber-bullying behaviors, other bullying behaviors include spreading rumors, making threats, or otherwise sending malicious messages. Repeated school-based offline bullying [34*], computer proficiency, and increased time spent online [31*,33*] were linked to a heightened bullying [34*]. Importantly, the majority of victims reported knowing the individual who bullied them [31*,32*,33*].

Although it was initially feared that posting identifying information online led to increased risk of online victimization, recent research does not bear this out. Mitchell et al. [35**] found that, whereas bloggers were more likely to post personal information online, posting personal information did not add to their risk of experiencing sexual solicitation. Making personal information available online, at least on the social networking site of MySpace, may also not be as rampant as once believed [36].

Mitchell et al. [35**] suggest that it is not the availability of identifying information that increases the risk for sex crimes, but rather the willingness of certain youth to respond to or partake in relationships with online strangers. In a study comparing different online-interaction styles of youth, Wolak et al. [37*] found that youth who engaged in potentially risky online behaviors and who freely interacted with strangers online experienced significantly higher numbers of aggressive solicitations. There is also evidence that online solicitation is heightened for youth who have experienced high parental conflict, physical abuse, and/or sexual abuse [38,39*].

The potential for dangerous offline consequences makes online victimization an important concern. In the past two years, there have been at least 285 cases of child cyber crimes [40]. The reality is that most Internet youth-adult sex crimes are characterized by an open seduction that may begin with a sexual solicitation. It has also been suggested that factors related to immaturity, impulsiveness, histories of abuse and interaction styles make certain youth more vulnerable [41**]. The more prevailing concern for online harassment and cyber bullying is the negative effect victimization has on the mental, emotional, and social development of its victims. Being a victim of cyber bullying has been linked to increased social anxiety [34**] and there is evidence that both cyber bullies and cyber victims are more likely to exhibit offline maladaptive behaviors (school problems, assaults, and substance use) than youth not involved in cyber bullying [33*]. Overall, recent findings on victimization will likely lead to changes in intervention and prevention.
messages by shifting away from advocating complete avoidance (e.g. do not talk to strangers) and limiting online disclosure for all youth to a targeted focus on high-risk youth and behaviors.

Positive aspects of Internet use
Despite the risks, the Internet can also be a positive tool for student learning as well as youth empowerment and well being. There is evidence that computer and Internet use improves test scores [22,42], history chronology learning [43], and motivation to learn [44]. Although promising, the benefits are not without limits. Older students seem to benefit more from online aids than younger students, and the very youngest of students actually do worse in technological formats compared with traditional paper and pencil formats [43].

There is also evidence that the Internet may help to empower youth, particularly those in disadvantaged circumstances. Barak and Sadowsky [45*] found that hearing-impaired youth took advantage of the heavily visual medium of the Internet to communicate. Doing so also had a positive effect on their well being. A recent review concluded that adolescents are primarily using the Internet to reinforce offline relationships [3**]; adolescents also seem to use online forums such as homepages and blogs to gain positive feelings of mastery and competence [46]. In addition to this, participation in the e-PAR program has allowed youth to use the Internet and other technologies (photography and video cameras, music production software) to document their lives and create awareness for health and community issues such as drug-use, violence, discrimination, and homelessness [47].

Youth have not only been creating media to help promote health issues, they have also been using the Internet to look for information about health and in particular about sex. It is estimated that one in four adolescents have used the Internet to search for health information [48*]. Young people are especially likely to seek this information online if it is not available from personal face-to-face sources like friends or family [48*,49]. They are also likely to turn to health websites when they are unable to confide in others (‘I haven’t told anyone about this because I don’t have a best friend…’), are uncertain they can disclose certain information (‘If I tell my [General Practitioner] I have been harming myself do they have to tell my parents?’), or are uncertain they can fully communicate their concern (‘I have a small lump in one of my breasts…I can’t talk to my parents or sisters… I’m too embarrassed’) ([50*], p. 308). It is suggested that online contexts are an open, safe space in which youth can express themselves [46,49] and promote healthy habits [51].

The Internet’s growing popularity as a health resource for youth makes it an appealing vehicle for delivering interventions, and it may be an economical and effective means for health promotion and prevention [48*,52]. As behaviors such as smoking, unhealthy eating habits, and risky sexual behavior often start in adolescence, early intervention delivered through the Internet may serve as a preventive measure [53*,54,55]. The Internet has been used to provide free counseling [56*], smoking prevention [57**], obesity and eating-disorder prevention [51,58*,59], anger management and violence prevention [52,60], and substance abuse prevention [60]. Researchers have also explored online gaming formats as a means to carry out psychotherapeutic treatment [61].

Internet-based interventions have generally had small effects [57**,60]. Some limitations of online interventions are low exposure rates [53*,54], misinformation [62], low program adherence [58*], communication problems that result from lack of nonverbal cues or time lapses [56*], high drop out rates and low log-on rates [59]. Despite the need for better implementation and development, the Internet can be a valuable health tool for adolescent populations because of the potential anonymity it provides [50**,56*], popularity among youth [53*], and wide range of access [55].

Conclusion
For youth, the Internet presents a number of risks along with a multitude of opportunities. The research reviewed suggests that some of the online risks facing youth are addiction, exposure to inappropriate material, cyber bullying and sexual solicitation. Research is only now beginning to determine which youth may be at most risk for online addiction. With regard to treating addiction, cognitively based treatment approaches have shown some success, but more research is needed. Research also suggests that some youth may be more likely to be victims of online harassment and sexual solicitation, suggesting that intervention efforts should target high-risk youth as well as risky online behaviors.

Despite these risks, the research also suggests that the Internet can be beneficial for youth. It provides a vehicle to promote cognitive, social, and physical development. Although there are limits to which the Internet can be used as a means of learning, health promotion, and intervention delivery, nonetheless the Internet can be used to complement more traditional methods of delivering treatment interventions. Overall, research suggests that specific and targeted efforts may be needed to counter online risks in order for youth to benefit from the many opportunities offered by the Internet.
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